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STÉPHANIE, CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF AND BRIEFLY TELL US ABOUT
YOUR JOURNEY?
My name is Stéphanie Gastaldin, I am the founder of Linaé, a new French brand
of natural care products with organic flax extracts, which I created in 2019.
After ten years spent developing cosmetics for big names in beauty, I dreamt of creating an ethical
and responsible brand that honors French high standards.
Originally from Normandy and daughter of a flax grower, flax seemed obvious to me to become the
central plant material of Linea.
All treatments are designed according to rigorous selection criteria and a sophisticated formulation
charter. For 18 months, I worked hand in hand with an exceptional partner in a laboratory to design
unique, natural, innovative and sensory formulas in line with my vision of beauty and which meet the
expectations of women.

LINAÉ WHAT IS IT?
Linaé is a care brand that respects the living in all its forms: this is why the products are free of
controversial substances and were developed in the respect of the One Voice charter in order to
affirm my commitment against animal exploitation.
Nature inspires me on a daily basis and is found at the heart of Linaé.
In each treatment, I favour ingredients of natural origin (between 98% and 100%) and organic (up to
59%), all without compromising on sensoriality and effectiveness.
All Linaé treatments and accessories take on their essential characteristics in France (raw
materials, packaging, formulation and manufacture) in an approach that respects people and the
environment. I work with trusted French partners, selected for their know-how and ecological
sensitivity. For me, this is a guarantee of quality, safety and traceability. To reinforce my
attachment to French high standards, all treatments are labelled Origine France Garantie.

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE LINEN?
Since childhood, every June I have taken pleasure in admiring the fields of flowering flax that my
father cultivates in Normandy. Linen is part of my daily life and I never miss an opportunity to enjoy
its benefits.
Local eco-responsible culture and naturally rich in benefits, flax provides its oil full of essential fatty
acids (omega 3 and 6) and the nobility of its fiber, which is available in accessories (pouch,
washable makeup remover square, etc.).
To formulate all the products, I have selected organic flax seeds from France to produce an
exclusive organic premium Linaé oil. This oil is made in Oise using a mechanical process in first
cold pressing, without any chemical treatment.

WHO ARE YOUR PRODUCTS FOR?
I wanted to make healthcare accessible to all women. All products have therefore been
formulated to respect all skin types.

WHAT TYPES OF PRODUCTS ARE FOUND IN YOUR RANGES?
I wanted to create natural and sensory skincare ranges that we enjoy using every day and that keep
their promises.
SKIN PREPARATION RANGE: a cleansing oil, a micellar treatment water and a facial exfoliant that
transform the daily ritual into a pure moment of pleasure.
EXPO DEFENSE RANGE: a serum, a day fluid and a night cream which act in synergy to boost the
skin's defense capacities against daily aggressions (stress, blue light, pollution, etc.), durably
moisturize the face and preserve it from aging cutaneous.

WHERE CAN WE FIND YOUR PRODUCTS?
You can find all the products on the e-shop www.linaeskincare.com and also at our partners in
France - boutiques, institutes, department stores - who promote green beauty & made in France,
and who will be able to advise you on the ideal routine Linaé

ARE YOUR PRODUCTS CERTIFIED? IS THIS IMPORTANT TO YOU?
In order to provide clear and transparent information to consumers, I have had the ORIGINE
FRANCE GARANTIE products certified to truly certify the French origin of the product and thus go
further than the self-declaration "made in France". This label represents a guarantee of quality and
traceability.
All Linaé treatments are also ONE VOICE labeled. By adhering to it, we guarantee the absence
of raw materials of animal origin in all Linaé treatments. We also certify that no product is
marketed in countries where animal testing is still required by local cosmetic regulations.

GIVE US 3 ADJECTIVES THAT BEST DESCRIBE LINEA?
Respectful, generous and efficient

WHAT ARE THE MOST FREQUENT COMMENTS ABOUT YOUR PRODUCTS?
- Visible efficiency from the first use
- Sensory textures as soft as they are pleasant
- Key commitments for more responsible cosmetics
I will always remember the testimony of a woman who said: "Linaé reconciled my skin with
cosmetics".

WHAT IS CLEAN BEAUTY FOR YOU?
Guarantee more safety for the skin by favoring natural ingredients and avoiding all controversial
substances. It is in this direction that I wrote my formulation charter. I have also subjected all
care to a non-mandatory clinical test, which measures whether a product has estrogenic activity
or not. He demonstrated that no Linea product contained estrogen-type endocrine disruptors.
Communicate clearly on the composition of the products. On our website, we detail each
ingredient used in the formula and explain the origin and function of the latter. We also indicate
all the clinical tests performed which prove each of our claims.
Respect the planet and its resources. I have chosen to favor French ingredients and
packaging to guarantee traceability and reduce our ecological footprint. In this same desire
to preserve the environment, all Linaé treatments are packaged in cases from sustainably
managed forests (FSC) and printed with vegetable inks. We exclude the instructions, the
wedges and the wrapping.

YOUR BEST BEAUTY ADVICE?
Taking care of your beauty capital also involves the contents of the plate. For a skin at the top of
its form, I recommend to favor a balanced diet, rich in micronutrients (vitamins, minerals,
essential fatty acids, antioxidants…) in addition to its daily skincare routine.

You will find LINAE at stand 602 at I Feel Good event, Espace Champerret Paris, the
04 & 05 November 2020

contact@linaeskincare.com

www.linaeskincare.com

